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Abstract: (1) Background: Within the current study we aimed at exploring gender-related differences
and the relationship between sprint start block kinematics and kinetics and sprint acceleration
force–velocity (F-v) relationship parameters (maximal force [F0], maximal velocity [v0], maximal
power [Pmax] and slope) in top national-level sprinters. (2) Methods: Twenty-eight sprinters
(6 females) performed 10 maximal 30-m sprints. Start block and acceleration kinematics and kinetics
were collected with an instrumented sprint start block and a laser distance sensor (KiSprint system).
Displacement-time data were used to determine the F-v relationship through Samozino’s method.
(3) Results: Start block rear foot maximal force (effect size [ES] = 1.08), rate of force development
(ES = 0.90–1.33), F0 (ES = 1.38), v0 (ES = 1.83) and Pmax (ES = 1.95) were higher in males than in
females (p ≤ 0.05). There were no differences in the slope, and ratio of horizontal-to-resultant force.
F0, v0, and Pmax generally presented higher correlations with the start block kinetics (median r [range]
= 0.49 [0.28, 0.78]) than with the kinematics (median r [range] = −0.27 [−0.52, 0.28]). (4) Conclusions:
We confirmed that sprint block phase and sprint acceleration mechanics should be mutually assessed
when analyzing sprinting performance. KiSprint system could provide more accurate information
regarding mechanical pattern and technique during sprint initiation and acceleration, and potentially
help create a more personalized and effective training program.
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1. Introduction

The ability to quickly accelerate from a static position and maintain high running velocities are
clear determinants of performance in sprint race events and also key performance indicators in many
other sport disciplines [1,2]. Although numerous studies have been published addressing neurological,
physiological and biomechanical determinants of sprinting [3–6], due to its complexity and myriad of
factors affecting sprinting performance, the sprint start continues to attract scientific attention.
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Due to the apparently strong influence on total running time, particularly in short distance
events (i.e., 60 and 100 m), sprinting block phase performance has been extensively investigated
for decades [1,7–9]. Since a number of kinematic and kinetic variables have been used to evaluate
sprinting block phase performance, the conclusions of those studies were frequently affected by the
variable considered (see Bezodis for details; [1]). Another problem with the sprinting literature is
that the block start performance has been generally evaluated through non-standardized custom
build laboratory settings [8,10–13], not allowing the direct comparison of mechanical variables among
different studies. Nevertheless, most of these studies agreed that attaining a high horizontal power
during the block clearance and the ability to quickly accelerate from block clearance are both critical to
optimize sprinting performance [8,10,13,14].

After block clearance, achieving and maintaining the maximal horizontal velocity are both related
to the sprinter’s capability to apply high amounts of power output, which depends on the capacity to
produce high external forces at different running velocities [15,16]. The mutual dependency among
force, velocity, and power producing capacities of leg muscles could be well described using the
force-velocity (F-v) and power–velocity (P-v) relationships [15–20]. However, until recently, the
kinetics analysis of the sprint acceleration phase was limited to specialized treadmill ergometers [21]
or systems of force plates mounted along the sprint track [22]. Recently, Samozino et al. [16] have
proposed a simple and practical method to determine the F-v relationship in running considering only
anthropometric and running split-time or velocity-time data. Samozino’s method allows to obtain
the sprinter’s maximal power output (Pmax), maximal horizontal force (F0), maximal velocity (v0),
as well as the mechanical effectiveness of the force application onto the ground [15,16,23]. A novel
instrumented sprint start block with the laser distance sensor that enables routine collection of the
kinematic and kinetic variables during the block phase and kinematic pattern of the sprint acceleration
phase has recently appeared on the market (KiSprint system, Kistler Instrumente GmbH, Winterthur,
Switzerland). With this technology, coaches and researchers could collect important and more accurate
information regarding mechanical pattern and technique during sprint initiation and acceleration daily
and deliver a potentially more personalized and effective training program. Further, this would allow
better understanding of important features regarding the biomechanics of sprint block and acceleration
phase and their potential relationship.

Various factors may affect the magnitude and associations of the variables collected in the block
and acceleration phases of the sprint. In addition to age, level of performance, and technique, gender
is a well-recognized factor that influences performance during both phases [1,24]. Few studies have
investigated the gender-related differences in the kinematic and kinetic performance indices of the
sprint start [1,10]. The most prominent differences were detected for the kinetic variables with males
exhibiting higher maximal and average force production, as well as higher force impulse values [10].
Gender-related differences in F-v relationship parameters have also been reported with males exhibiting
generally higher F0 and Pmax than their female counterparts [24]. However, although these results are
evident when the absolute values of force and velocity are considered, contrasting findings may exist
when force and power values are normalized to body mass. Although seminal work of Jaric et al. [25]
has proven that muscle strength and power are not linearly proportional to body mass, suggesting the
allometric scaling as a method for normalization, particularly when comparing different populations,
no previous study has compared allometrically scaled F-v relationship parameters between male and
female sprinters. Only recently, Slavinski et al. [24] have compared the F-v relationships obtained
during an official race between female and male world-class sprinters showing that all of the mechanical
variables normalized to body mass were greater for males. Although this study yields important
findings regarding the gender-related differences in mechanical output variables related to the sprint
acceleration phase, data from the start block were not included.

Having all these in mind, the present study compared (a) start block kinematics and kinetics and
(b) F-v relationship parameters obtained from the sprint acceleration between young top national-level
male and female sprinters. In addition, we aimed to explore the relationship between sprint block
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